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Product Feature – Device Management
Given the immediacy of the mobile experience, businesses have come to realize that there are complex challenges
to maintainingmobility with access to sensitive company data.
While stationed at the physical workplace, more and more people continue to work on-the-move while travelling
or from home. Ina rapidly changing working environment, employees need to access enterprise systems from
outside, anywhere in the field, andanytime. For accessing corporate data and resources, they need to use mobile
devices including Smartphones and Tablets.
Nowadays, mobile devices are not limited to just voice or text communication. Most of the gadgets come with a
wide array offacilities allowing personal entertainment and social engagement as well. And, these facilities can and
often do contributenegatively to an organization's performance.
With mobile devices growing to be a necessity to most business operations, certain features that come with most
gadgets may require locking and / or restricting to prevent or limit misuse.

Now, consider this …
You are having a high-power meeting with your team in your office … In the meeting, you are using sensitive company data …
You are concerned about the security of the information: if somebody clicks a photo of a presentation slide or records the discussion,
if the data is captured and shared … You have similar concerns regarding data safety, sharing of classified papers, security of financial
documents and research work, etc. … You are also worried about the possible exposure of confidential information regarding your
channel partners, business associates, vendors, and customers.
How you wish you had a one-stop solution to manage, configure, and block (as required) the features of gadgets to address real-life
work scenarios like this.

This is where MobiOcean becomes your most trusted companion in a mobile-driven environment ...helping you to
effectively and efficiently address mobility challenges and security threats!
With MobiOcean, you can manage, configure, and block the features of gadgets. Supported by a robust security
mechanism, MobiOcean allows you to :

Configure & Block Device Features:
Camera
Restricts unauthorized access
Bluetooth & Tethering
Prevents insecure transmission of data from one device to another
Wi-Fi
Limits use of Wi-Fi and restricts user access to open Wi-Fi network
Hotspot
Regulates hotspot to protect company and personal information
Data Connection
Regulates data connection, as per company norms
Voice Recording
Restricts voice recording and also mutes the microphone
Factory Reset
Restricts the factory reset action by user and enables the Administrator
to restore backup and perform factory reset

Schedule & Clock Device Usage
Schedule and regulate usage of all features—except factory reset and voice recording - for a given duration,
as per company norms
MobiOcean allows the Administrator to manage and regulate the functionality of all the fixed features and
hardware available in gadgets from a central console.
MobiOcean empowers you to protect sensitive company data and resources, reduce mobile communication cost,
save time and enhance employee productivity, and track your employee’s mobile-device-related activities to
improve performance.
Looking for efficient mobile device management?
Your search ends with MobiOcean.
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